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DRAFT

Response to Supplemental Information Request



By letter dated December 22, 2011, Entergy submitted a proposed license condition change.  This change requested a steam dryer re-inspection frequency in accordance with the interval specified in BWRVIP-139A at every seven refueling outages based on an 18 month cycle.  The NRC requested supplemental information to support the December 22, 2011.



The information contained in this document serves to provide the supplemental information requested by the NRC.  It also serves to determine an appropriate steam dryer re-inspection frequency in accordance with section 5.3.4 of BWRVIP-139A.  This response encapsulates the following information which is derived mostly from the GE inspection reports for RFO 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28:



1. Location of the indications - grouped by regions of the steam dryer

2. Distribution of indications - i.e. random, concentrated at high stress locations, in the heat affected zone (HAZ)

3. Length of indications

4. Characterization of the indications - i.e. likely damage mechanism, suspected rate of growth, consequences of failure

5. Engineering disposition of  the relevant indications



Entergy proposes that the steam dryer inspections be completed once every third refuel outage in accordance with section 5.3 of BWRVIP-139A.  This means that no steam dryer inspection would be completed in RFO30, but would be required in RFO31.  Entergy believes that performing steam dryer inspections every third refuel outage provides an adequate degree of safety and quality based on the following:

 

· Five (5) successive steam dryer inspections have been completed since 2004 (RFO 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and a partial inspection. in RFO 29) with no confirmed fatigue damage observed.

· Extended Power Uprate (EPU) was implemented in May 2006 with no fatigue induced flaws identified since implementation.

· Monitoring was performed on the Main Steam System during and after EPU with no acoustic issues deemed to be structurally detrimental to the steam dryer. 

· Over the inspection period, enhanced inspection capabilities (delivery systems and cameras) have allowed greater definition of flaws, verification that flaws thought to be new actually are pre-existing, and verification of flaws having self-arrested.

· No identified flaws in major elements of the steam dryer have been directly attributed to fatigue related failures.

· The Vermont Yankee Chemistry Department monitors the Main Steam System for evidence of moisture carryover with no evidence of abnormal moisture carryover noted to date.



Refer to Table 1 for individual indication summary as further evidence of acceptance for continued operation.



		Table 1 - Steam Dryer Indication Summary



		Indication Location

		Component / Weld ID

		Distribution of Indication

		Indication Length  

		Characterization of Indication and Engineering Disposition

		Reference Documents



		Lifting Lug Indications

		Dryer Lifting Lug 144, 215 & 324

		Tack welds cracked at high stress locations, not in heat affected zone (HAZ).

		Length of indications are all or part of the length of the tack weld.  Tack welds are approximately one inch in length.

		These are linear indications indicative of cracked tack welds that prevent the lifting rods from backing out (unthreading).  Lifting rods have four inches of engaged thread length and are tourqed to 225 ft-lbs.  Cracking is likely due to an overload condition during removal or replacement of the steam dryer.  Inspections show no evidence of lifting rod movement.  Indications have been evaluated as being acceptable for continued operation.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		GENE 0000-0068-4787 Rev.1  (144) &  0000-0092-7429, Rev. 0 (215 & 324)



		Dryer Leveling Screw Indications

		Leveling Screws 144, 215, & 324

		Tack welds cracked at high stress locations, not in HAZ.

		All tack welds of approximately one inch in length are cracked entirely.

		These are linear indications indicative of cracked tack welds that prevent the leveling screws from backing out (unthreading).  Leveling screws are tourqed to 150 ft-lbs.  These cracks are likely the result of impact loading during reactor operation.  These indications have been evaluated as being acceptable for continued operation.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		GENE 0000-0068-4787 Rev.1 (144) &  0000-0092-7429, Rev. 0 (215 & 324)



		Drain Channel Indications

		DC-V4C

		Randomly distributed, in the HAZ.

		Indications range from 3 - 15 inches in length.

		These linear indications are all indicative of Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) in the heat affected zone of drain channel weld DC-V04C.  This indication was first identified in RFO 24.  It was observed again in RFO 25 and 26 with no change noted.  In RFO 27, a slight increase in length was observed.  This change was attributed to newer technology allowing greater access to the indication location and improved camera capability (resolution).  In RFO 28 a horizontal component was observed in the Drain Channel to Support Ring weld.  This indication was also attributed to IGSCC.  Review of previous visual inspection videos in this area indicated that the indication was pre-existing although the quality of the earlier videos was not sufficient to confirm length.  The indication was re-inspected in RFO 29 with no change observed.  This indication appears to have self-arrested with no further growth anticipated.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		GENE-0000-0028-0130-02, Rev. 2, 0000-0092-7429, Rev 0 & 0000-0117-4244, Rev. 0



		Drain Channel Indications

		DC-H-30 (DCC-DP-12)

		In the HAZ, adjacent to a drainpipe-to-drain channel weld

		3 inches in length

		This linear indication is indicative of IGSCC in the heat affected zone of drain channel weld DC-H-30 located at approximately 185º.  This indication has shown no evidence of growth and was evaluated as being acceptable for continued operation.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		GENE-0000-0028-0130-02R2



		Drain Channel Indications

		DC-H-27

		In the HAZ, adjacent to a drainpipe-to-drain channel weld

		Approximately 4.6 inches in length or 17% of the elliptical drain pipe to channel weld circumference

		This linear indication is indicative of IGSCC in the heat affected zone of the drain channel weld DC-H-27.   This indication has existed since RFO 24, and has been observed during RFO 27 with the RFO 28 inspection revealing no apparent change.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		 GENE-0000-0092-7429, Rev. 0



		Drain Channel Indications

		DC-V-05

		Randomly distributed, in the HAZ.

		Both indications less than one inch in length

		These two linear indications are indicative of IGSCC associated with areas of cold working and are not expected to propagate.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		 GENE-0000-0092-7429, Rev. 0



		Steam Dam Indications

		Steam Dam Support at 35º

		Randomly distibuted, not in the HAZ.

		Three indications all less than one inch in length

		These are linear indications indicative of IGSCC located in an area of no applied stress and do not appear to be associated with any fatigue related issue.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		GENE 0000-0068-7307 Rev.0



		Steam Dam Indications

		Steam Dam Indications at V-02-90 and V-02-270

		Randomly distibuted, not in the HAZ.

		Each indication approximately 3 inches in length

		These linear indications are indicative of cracking on fillet welds.  These welds were repaired in RFO 24 with no evidence of cracking thereafter.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed history of indications and repair.

		GE Final Report VYR24-04-MJ525



		Guide Rod Channel Indications

		VG175A,  VG215A &  VG324A 

		Randomly distributed, in the HAZ.

		All indications are less than or equal to one inch in length.

		These linear indications are indicative of IGSCC in the weld heat affected zone associated with areas of cold working and are not expected to propagate.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.  

		GENE 0000-0068-7307 Rev.0 & 0000-0092-7429, Rev. 0



		Unit End Plate Indications

		HA-V05, HB-V04, HB-V01, HC-V01, HC-V07, HD-V04, HE-V02, HE-V05, HC-V11, HD-V01, HC-V06

		Randomly distributed, in the HAZ.

		Indication length is not visibly discernable.  Postulated length is 8.75 inches, or entire length of unit end plate.

		These linear indications are indicative of IGSCC associated with areas of cold working and are not expected to propagate.  Even if cracks propagate the entire width of the end plate, no potential for loose parts exists.  Refer to Reference Documents for detailed evaluation.

		GENE-0000-0047-2767 Rev. 1







Entergy believes that the inspections and evaluations from RFO 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28 provide reasonable assurance that a once per three refuel outage inspection interval is adequate to monitor the structural integrity of the steam dryer.


